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Abstract

This paper considers the removal of low-frequency trend contributions from turbu-

lence intensity values at sites for which only 10-min statistics in wind speed are avail-

able. It is proposed the problem be reformulated as a direct regression task, solvable

using machine learning techniques in conjunction with training data formed from

measurements at sites for which underlying (non-averaged) wind data are available.

Once trained, the machine learning models can de-trend sites for which only 10-min

statistics have been retained. A range of machine learning techniques are tested, for

cases of linear and filtered approaches to de-trending, using data from 14 sites.

Results indicate this approach allows for excellent approximation of de-trended tur-

bulence intensity distributions at unobserved sites, providing significant improve-

ments over the existing recommended method. The best results were obtained using

Neural Network, Random Forest and Boosted Tree models.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

As existing wind farm assets age, decisions regarding whether to decommission, life-extend and/or repower have important implications for pro-

ject finances.1–3 A crucial aspect of such decision making is an operators' ability to assess remaining fatigue life of turbine components. These

assessments rely on load simulations which in turn require information regarding turbulence levels at the site in question. A turbulence intensity

distribution, derived from data collected at the site, allows for representative wind fields to be generated and used as inputs to fatigue assess-

ment simulations. A key issue when characterising turbulence in the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) is the fact that fluctuations are present

across almost all scales. This includes fatigue driving micro-scale contributions (turbulence), along with lower frequency sub-mesoscale and

mesoscale contributions. Characterisation of the ABL, including the separation of turbulence from other components, has been extensively stud-

ied in the boundary-layer meteorology literature; for example, see Caughey,4 Smedman,5 Vickers and Mahrt,6 and Basu et al.7 These works high-

light the complexity of the atmospheric flow with which wind turbines interact. For many wind farm sites, a decade or more's worth of wind

data is available for the assessment of site turbulence; however, this is commonly in the form of 10-min means and standard deviations com-

puted from the raw wind speed measurements. For reasons which will be outlined in Section 2.1, wind speed variance values computed from

measurements containing non-turbulence components lead to inflated fatigue estimates8 and, hence, overly conservative remaining-life

Abbreviations: CV, coefficient of variation; TI, turbulence intensity; NN, neural network; RF, random forest; BT, boosted trees; kNN, k nearest-neighbours; MARS, multivariate adaptive

regression splines; RMSE, root mean squared error; EMD, earth-movers distance; MR, mean ratio; ODT, over-de-trending.
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estimates. Where raw data are available, these shortcomings can be avoided by separating micro- and macro-scale wind speed components,

before computing summary statistics for the former only. The lower frequency (macro-scale) components are commonly interpreted as a

time-varying trend8,9 in the wind speed signal. This interpretation is adopted in the current work. In this context, the problem becomes that of

de-trending the wind speed signal prior to calculating 10-min mean and standard deviation values. Due to the non-stationarity of wind speed

time-series, robust filtering methods (such as a wavelet transform or empirical mode decomposition) are preferable to Fourier-based filtering

when seeking to separate turbulence and trend contributions.6,7 However, at present, the most commonly utilised methods for trend identifica-

tion, in the context of site assessment for load analysis, are linear de-trending (i.e., performing straight line fits) and Fourier-based filtering.8–10

Both approaches feature in current IEC standards,11,12 although others are permitted. While motivations for de-trending, outlined above, have

thus far been based on decisions made towards the end of a project's lifetime, it is important to note that turbulence characterisation also

influences design stage decision making. As awareness of the need for de-trending grows, it is increasingly common for it to be incorporated at

the data collection stage. However, this is not always the case, and so the current problem remains relevant to the design stages of some new

wind farms.

In cases where only moment data (i.e., means and standard deviations) have been retained, direct trend removal is no longer an option.

Methods which allow retrospective de-trending using moment only data have therefore been developed. Model 2 from Larsen and Hansen8

in particular demonstrated promising results. More recently, however, the viability of this method was brought into question,9 resulting in a

recommendation that it no longer be used. Comparisons of a Gaussian process approach9 with Model 1 of Larsen and Hansen8 indicated that

the remaining viable methods provide only very conservative estimates of de-trended turbulence distributions. Therefore, improvements in

retrospective de-trending capabilities have the potential to unlock significant value for the wind industry. This paper aims to facilitate the

required improvements by proposing a reformulation of the de-trending problem such that it can be tackled using machine learning methods.

A strong emphasis is placed on practicality, accessibility and easy uptake by operators, with all analysis therefore performed using

open-source software packages. For these same reasons, the present study focuses on the commonly used linear and Fourier based (filtering)

de-trending methods. However, the presented methodology is general and, as will be shown, can be applied for different choices of

de-trending method.

Note, to distinguish between data types, raw wind speed measurements at their original capture frequency will be referred to as

high-frequency data (irrespective of the actual capture frequency); 10-min statistical quantities will be referred to as moment data.

Section 2 presents a comprehensive introduction to the problem and related research carried out to date. Section 3 highlights the

distribution of reductions in TI obtained when de-trending is undertaken on high-frequency data. Section 4 then proposes a reformulation of

retrospective de-trending as a regression task. The employed data and data preparation procedures are outlined in Section 5, with

implemented machine learning models then introduced in Section 6. Results are presented in Section 7 before a discussion and conclusions

close the paper.

2 | BACKGROUND

Atmospheric wind is responsible for not only the generation of wind energy, but also fatigue loading on wind turbine components. Random varia-

tions in wind speed causes damage to blades, towers and drivetrains, reducing the lifetimes of these components and that of each turbine as a

whole. These variations in wind speed are known as turbulence. Different classes of turbine are built to withstand different levels of turbulence—

with higher class turbines designed to withstand more extreme conditions. These conditions must be accurately quantified prior to development

of a wind farm so that developers can (a) determine the appropriate class of turbine to erect on site and (b) determine the expected lifetime of the

chosen class for that site. As discussed, these same considerations are again important later in a projects lifetime, when decisions surrounding

decommissioning and life extension are made. These design and expected lifetime considerations have significant cost implications for projects

and, thus, represent an opportunity for improving cost efficiencies. Furthermore, turbulence related curtailment* can be necessary during wind

farm operation, driven by the total turbulence being experienced. Total turbulence for a given turbine is an aggregate of the ambient turbulence

plus wake added turbulence, caused by turbines sitting within wake sectors of upwind machines. Characterisation of ambient turbulence there-

fore also influences wind farm operational decisions.

Generally, to quantify site conditions, meteorological masts are erected at least 1 year before the development of a project and data is then

collected throughout the project life. High-frequency measurements are collected (generally at between 1 and 50 Hz) and, for each consecutive

10-min period the mean (μ) and residual standard deviation from the mean (σ), are computed. In addition, relative variation in wind speed can be

expressed using the Coefficient of Variation (CV), defined as CV¼ σ=μ. Once each 10-min data point has been calculated, the high-frequency data

*Curtailment being when wind turbine power outputs across a wind farm are reduced below their maximum potential levels given the current wind conditions. Curtailment may be employed to

improve load conditions for turbine components (as is the case for instances of very high turbulence), to support grid stability or to improve wind farm efficiency. Curtailment is achieved through

control actions, these being adjustments to generator torque or blade pitch angle. A number of different curtailment strategies have been developed and investigated; for example, see Galinos

et al,13 and Lio et al.14
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are discarded, and only the 10-min statistics are retained. This process is carried out due to the high cost of storing raw (high-frequency) data.

The CV is a general statistical term for relative variation. In the wind industry, CV is referred to as Turbulence Intensity (TI).

2.1 | De-trending turbulence intensity - high-frequency data

The problem with using TI to generate wind fields in which load variations are estimated is the implicit assumption that wind speed is a stationary

process (a time-series with constant mean and variance). However, wind speed time-series often exhibit behaviour of a non-stationary process,

specifically that the conditional mean is not constant over time but is instead slowly varying. The presence of these slowly varying trends inflates

load estimates because, under the assumption of stationarity in turbulence generating codes, the energy associated with increased variance levels

(caused by the presence of low-frequency trends) is re-distributed across the whole turbulence spectrum.8 As such, fatigue damage estimates

from simulations are inflated relative to that which would result from operation in the true wind field from which measurements were obtained.

Such trend contributions should therefore ideally be removed prior to computing TI.

Little research has been carried out to link fatigue damage with the most appropriate degree of smoothing during trend identification. Linear

de-trending within each 10-min interval provides a conservative approach. Hansen and Larsen15 assessed the effect of linear de-trending, utilising

data from masts across northern Europe, predominantly Sweden, Denmark, the Netherlands and Norway. Sites were both offshore and coastal.

The linear de-trending method reduced TI by between 3% and 15% across these sites. Trend contributions were generally higher for coastal com-

pared to offshore sites, but trend was found to be fairly constant across the wind speed range. While simple to implement, linear de-trending

removes only part of the slowly varying component of TI. Damaschke et al16 investigated the use of methods which provided a more flexible fit

to the data. Four different methods were compared: constant mean; a form of non-parametric regression essentially splitting the data up into ten

1-min intervals assuming a constant mean within each; a high-pass filtering method12 and polynomial regression (although no information on the

degree of polynomial is provided). TI was estimated at 14% when applying no de-trending, 8% using polynomial regression, 7% using non-

parametric averaging and finally 6% using high-pass filtering. Little information on the data is provided, although it is inferred a large database was

utilised as well as simulated data.

In Larsen and Hansen,8 a more rigourous definition of trend was adopted, in which the signal trend is defined to consist of the sum of all Fou-

rier modes present in the signal with period (equivalently wavelength, since this is a time-series signal) greater than the capture window over

which statistics are calculated (10 min). This definition coincides with that of previous work into atmospheric boundary layer flows.9 In a fatigue

context, the definition makes intuitive sense, since fatigue is driven by cycles of loading which in turn are driven by cycles in wind speed; across a

given capture window, the stochastic, fatigue contributing component, is defined to be all frequency components that complete at least one full

cycle, with the remainder defined as the slowly varying and non-cyclical (within the measurement window at least) trend. This definition of trend

was also used in Hart et al9 and is again adopted in the current paper. As in the previous work, trend portions of measured wind speed time-series

are identified here via a third order Butterworth low-pass filter with cutoff frequency set to 1/600 Hz. Straight-line fits are also used to identify

linear trends in wind speed data since, as has been outlined, this remains common practise. Results for both linear and filtered de-trending

approaches will be presented, in some sense representing the lower and upper levels of variance which may be removed from within 10-min cap-

ture windows. Visual examples of the residuals resulting from different approaches to trend fitting are shown in Figure 1; also see Hart et al.9 It is

emphasised that there is no single definition of trend which applies absolutely or universally to this problem; the chosen definition was adopted

due to its precedence based on previous work and its intuitive nature, as described above. De-trending based on this definition, in combination

with linear de-trending, was deemed appropriate and sufficient for the development of machine learning based moment de-trending techniques.

In the future, this definition of trend may be refined or improved, but in order to do so, further work will be necessary. These ideas are revisited in

Section 8.

F IGURE 1 Wind speed residuals versus time for different possible trend fits: (left) no trend fit—0th degree polynomial; (middle) straight line—
1st degree polynomial; (right) 3rd degree polynomial
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2.2 | De-trending turbulence intensity- moment data

While manufacturers and wind farm developers have cumulatively collected thousands of years' worth of 10-min statistics, the high-frequency

data required to compute de-trended TI (TIdt) has generally been discarded due to high storage costs. Furthermore, the value in storing high-

frequency data was historically unknown. Loggers can be adapted to collect high-frequency data or even perform de-trending in situ; however, it

will take considerable time for significant quantities of de-trended TI data to be collected across existing sites. In addition, it is cost effective to

use information that is currently available. For these reasons, a number of post-processing methodologies have been developed. These aim to

remove trend contributions from statistical data when only 10-min first and second order moments (μ and σ) are available. Hansen and Larsen15

developed an empirical model which depended on the current standard deviation, current mean and lead mean. However, Damaschke et al16

compared the performance of this model with true linear de-trending, concluding that the empirical model had little effect (estimating a reduction

of 0.3%, compared to the true reduction of 3.1%). In Larsen and Hansen,8 two separate moment de-trending models (Models 1 and 2) are pres-

ented, both of which fit continuous spline-like polynomials to 10-min statistics in order to estimate trends. Linear trend contributions are then

removed via analytical equations. A model comparison in the paper utilises 10 high-frequency datasets across Denmark, Norway and the USA,

concluding that Model 2 is the superior method and recommending its use for de-trending of wind site data. Hart et al9 reexamined the Larsen

and Hansen methods, while also developing a Gaussian process (GP) regression approach in which smoothing levels were set using trend compo-

nents in real data. It was shown that the iterative solving technique suggested for Model 2 generally fails to find the globally optimal solution to

the fitting equation system; furthermore, when true best-fits were found, the method was shown to over-fit, consistently removing a much larger

proportion of TI than is permissible. It was therefore recommended that Model 2 no longer be used as a de-trending technique. Comparisons

between GP and Model 1 results showed that these two methods produce very similar outputs. In both cases, only conservative estimates of de-

trended TI were obtained, with one possible implication being that improved results may require additional information (this point is revisited

below). Resulting similarities in performance were interpreted as a validation of smoothing levels present in Model 1 and, owing to the additional

theoretical complexities of the GP approach, Model 1 was recommended as the best de-trending method available at the time. Since currently

viable methods are known to provide only very conservative estimates of de-trended TI, there is a clear requirement for improved moment

de-trending capabilities.

3 | QUANTIFYING TI REDUCTIONS FROM HIGH-FREQUENCY DE-TRENDING

In addition to the main focus of moment de-trending, it was also of interest to quantify effects of linear and filtered de-trending on

high-frequency datasets, as occurs if de-trending is undertaken in parallel to data collection at individual sites. Using all datasets (see Section 5) in

the current study, 95% prediction intervals were determined for the percentage reduction in mean TI from both de-trending approaches on raw

(high-frequency) data. For linear de-trending, the resulting interval is

ð2:1%,14:8%Þ, ð1Þ

and in the filtered case,

ð4:6%, 22:2%Þ, ð2Þ

with central estimates of 7.0% and 11.7%, respectively. The 95% prediction intervals state that, given a new unobserved dataset, there is a 95%

probability that the percentage reduction in TI will lie between 2.1% and 14.8% for linear de-trending and 4.6% and 22.2% for filtered de-

trending. Central estimates provide the most likely value to be observed in each case. Full details of the process by which intervals were deter-

mined are given in Appendix A.

4 | A REFORMULATION OF THE DE-TRENDING PROBLEM

There is a need for improved de-trending methodologies in the case of moment data and, in particular, a need for methods which provide more

accurate, less conservative estimates of de-trended TI. However, as highlighted in the previous section, and discussed in Hart et al,9 existing

methods may already be performing as well as is possible given the information available to them. More explicitly, existing approaches can all be

described as time-series trend identification models, in which the trend portion of raw data is approximated via curve fitting on concurrent moment

values, with trend variance then subtracted from measured variance to obtain de-trended TI. It is important to consider the fact that in forming

statistical moments, a large number (≥600) of high-frequency measurements are summarised using just two representative 10-min values, μ and σ.
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Furthermore, fitting models to concurrent values means only a few leads and lags contribute to the approximation of wind speed trend within any

individual 10-min window, as such, this is not a formulation in which results can be improved by simply using more data. Hence, the information

loss associated with converting measurements to first and second order moments cannot, in this case, be counteracted through the provision of

larger datasets. It therefore seems sensible to expect that a performance ceiling will exist for the current problem formulation, regardless of the

specifics of the implementation.

In order to avoid such issues and move to a scenario in which training data quantities do link directly to model accuracy, it is proposed that

the retrospective turbulence de-trending problem be reformulated as a direct regression problem between TI and TIdt. In this form, one can use

available high-frequency data across a range of sites to calculate first and second order moments as well as TI and TIdt. Machine learning models

can then be used to relate TIdt to other variables (including TI) that are generally available in moment datasets. The model(s), once developed, can

then be utilised at sites where only moment data is available, allowing TIdt distributions to be estimated.

The proposed TI de-trending regression models are of the following form,

TIdtt ¼ fðTIt�5,…,TItþ5,μt�5,…,μtþ5,σt�5,…,σtþ5,TerrainÞ, ð3Þ

where indices indicate the current time point (t) and lead/lag time points (t ± i). Terrain is a categorical variable which indicates the terrain type

present at a given site. f denotes the unknown function, to be identified via machine learning, which relates the inputs to the de-trended output

values. TIdt values on which to train can be generated using any choice of de-trending method. De-trended TI is therefore modelled as a function

of concurrent values of un-detrended TI, mean wind speed and un-detrended wind speed standard deviation, five leads and lags of these same

variables and an indicator of terrain type. The variables μ and σ contain more information than TI alone, since the same value of TI can be gener-

ated by many combinations of μ and σ. While TI itself is determined by μ and σ, it was found to be beneficial to include TI itself since the complex-

ity of resulting models reduces. This is because the relationship between TIdt and TI is approximately linear. It was found that wind speed

measurement frequency was not an important variable when predicting TI reductions; frequency was therefore not included as an input to regres-

sion models. All input variables were transformed to Z scores† prior to modelling.

While the described linear and filtered de-trending approaches are studied here, the proposed regression approach is general and not

restricted to these. The presented methodology can be used to estimate de-trended TI for any chosen de-trending method. All that is required

are resulting de-trended TI values on which to train the model, obtained by applying the chosen method to raw data, as well as the associated un-

detrended statistics TI, μ and σ (along with other possible inputs to the regression problem one might wish to apply).

5 | DATASETS AND DATA PREPARATION

To develop data driven models, high-frequency wind data were required. Data from 14 sites captured in the Technical University of Denmark's

(DTU) Database on Wind Characteristics‡ was used for the study. For each site, individual data files were combined to form continuous time-series

of wind speed measurements at each available height. De-trended time-series were generated by (a) linear de-trending and (b) low-pass filtering.

Low-pass filtering was carried out using a cut-off frequency corresponding to 10-min capture windows (see Section 2.1) and then subtracting the

identified trend from measured values.§ Three sets of TI values were then generated (all for 10-min capture windows): un-detrended TI using raw

and unaltered data, linearly de-trended TI by taking residuals from a straight line fit within each window and, finally, filter de-trended TI using the

residuals obtained by subtracting the filter identified trend from measured data. Note, when de-trending TI, it is only standard deviation values, σ,

which are adjusted. The 10-min mean values, μ, remain the same regardless of whether a trend is present or not. Since lead and lag values are

required inputs, data concurrency checks were carried out to ensure regression datapoints were only generated where all required lead and lag

values were available. In order to ensure equal weightings across sites, and hence avoid data quantity biases, a subset of 8,669 regression

datapoints (the number of rows of the smallest dataset) was taken at random from the full set generated for each site. Finally, since TI is the ratio

of σ to μ, small denominators relative to numerators can result in extremely large TI values. It was found that these extreme observations have a

strong influence on model form and a detrimental effect on model accuracy. It was therefore necessary for such points—defined as the top

1% across all input variables and all datasets—to be removed from the data prior to the modelling stage. A summary of the 14 datasets is provided

in Table 1.

†The standard score, or Z score, of each value taken by a given variable x � X (where X is the set of all observed values of this variable) is Z¼ðx�μXÞ=σX where μX and σX are, respectively, the

mean and standard deviation of values in X. Therefore, the Z score describes the number of standard deviations by which an individual measurement is above or below the mean of measured

values for that variable. Converting to Z scores therefore centres and scales (also non-dimensionalising) the values on which regression is to be performed. Centring and scaling in this way is

known to reduce numerical instabilities, improve interpretability and avoid issues associated with multicollinearity when interaction terms are present.17,18

‡www.winddata.com
§Note one could instead simply apply a high-pass filter with the same cut-off frequency and avoid having the additional operation of subtracting the identified trend.
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6 | MODELLING

Modelling aspects of the proposed de-trending reformulation will now be considered. The current section opens with a visual study of the

relationship between TIdt and two of its input covariates (μ and σ). This serves as a starting point for understanding the appropriate magnitude of

de-trending for different combinations of the chosen variables and, importantly, provides insight into the functional form of relationships between

input variables and de-trended TI. After this initial analysis follows an outline of the applied machine learning techniques, performance metrics

and the training cross-validation procedure.

6.1 | Visualising relationships

Before training machine learning models across large numbers of input variables, it is valuable to first study relationships in the data for a small

number of key variables. This allows one to gain insight regarding characteristics of the problem, and the final form models are likely to take. This

is the goal of the current section.

Under the assumption of normally distributed errors, residual standard deviation from the conditional mean must result in a value equal to or

less than residual standard deviation from the mean. Thus, assuming normality of errors, de-trended TI will always be less than TI. It is therefore

reasonable to estimate and apply a simple scaling factor such that de-trended TI takes the form of un-detrended TI multiplied by a constant. This

can be realised via a linear model consisting of a constant only, y¼ β. Estimating the parameter β using all available data results in estimates of β¼
0:93 and β¼0:88 for linear and filtered de-trending, respectively. However, a single scale parameter results in an average proportional reduction.

This will not be accurate for each and every point. Consider that, when wind speed magnitude is relatively constant over an interval, de-trended

TI will be approximately equal to TI; thus, β will equal 1. However, when the wind speed is ramping up or down, the scaling factor will tend to

decrease. If the model form is specified to allow for more flexibility, β can be allowed to vary as a function of other input variables in a non-linear

way. These variations in β then allow the associated changes in de-trending magnitude to be captured and visualised. Varying coefficient models

were developed for this purpose, using simple linear models in which β was allowed to vary as a function of discretised μ and σ values. The input

variables were discretised in way which minimised overfitting.¶ Figure 2 shows β as a function of μ and σ. Monotonically increasing behaviour can

be observed.

When observing β while allowing μ and σ to interact with one another, the monotonically increasing form is not constant. The bivariate

surfaces within Figure 3 were quantified by fitting a continuously varying coefficient model. Initial model fits suggested a monotonically increasing

function in the μ dimension, as shown in Figure 3, with troughs in sparsely populated spaces. However, the σ dimension did not follow a strictly

¶Increasing the number of factor levels from the number shown here led to faceting of data in sparsely populated areas.

TABLE 1 Site data summary information

Site name Dataset size (Num. 10-min stats) Meas. heights (m) Meas. freq. (Hz) Terrain type

Ainswort 8,538 20, 30, 40 5 Complex

Cabauw 8,058 40, 80, 140, 200 2 Pastoral

Calwind 8,181 20, 30, 40 5 Complex

Flowind 7,441 20, 30, 40 5 Complex

Gedsrev 8,518 10, 30, 45 5 Offshore

Gorgonio 5,633 20, 30, 40 5 Complex

Hanford 6,445 20, 30, 40 5 Pastoral

Hurghada 7,811 29, 30 8 Pastoral

Lyse 8,069 11, 24, 32, 40 1.0069 Complex

Middelgrunden 8,502 10, 30, 45 5 Offshore

Orkney 8,138 60, 64 1 Coastal

Skipheia 8,004 ≤100 0.8533 Coastal

Sletringen 7,968 ≤45 0.8533 Coastal

Toboel 8,402 15, 30, 49 8 Pastoral

Total 109,708
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monotonically increasing behaviour. The bivariate varying coefficient model's form was therefore constrained such that β could only increase with

increasing μ, removing the effect of sparsely populated regions on the form. The resulting surfaces indicate that when σ is low, reduction in TI is

only weakly dependent on μ; that is, the reduction is near constant. However, as σ increases, TI reductions become increasingly strongly

dependent on μ, especially at low mean wind speed values. This indicates that the largest reductions in TI from de-trending occur when σ is high

and μ is low.

The relationships between β, μ and σ as observed in Figure 3 are not static when conditioned on further variables. The full hypersurface is

therefore complex, varying in a non-linear way and not easily visualised in 2D or 3D. It is this complex, high-dimensional hypersurface which must

be quantified to allow for accurate de-trending at sites where only 10-min data are available.

6.2 | Machine learning models

Machine learning models are used frequently within renewable energy19 across a diverse range of applications, from power forecasting20 to

fatigue load estimation.21 Alongside increased usage of such models has come associated improvements in accessibility, with underlying theory

and computer implementations for most methods now readily available. For detailed considerations of the methods used here, excellent reference

materials are available.22,23

F IGURE 2 Scaling factor (β) as a function of mean (μ) and standard deviation (σ) of wind speed

F IGURE 3 Scaling factor (β) joint variations with mean (μ) and standard deviation (σ) of wind speed for (left) linear de-trending (right) filtered
de-trending

TOUGH AND HART 7



A wide range of machine learning models were assessed within the study to quantify the ability of each to identify the unknown functional

relationship of Equation 3. These models have varying complexities and characteristics, as follows:

– Linear Models are models in which the practitioner must have an understanding of how variables relate so they can define the functional form

of the relationship. This is carried out via specification of linear relations, polynomials and/or interaction variables. For standard linear models,

there are no hyperparameters to optimise. However, regularised linear models were also assessed in the study. Regularised linear models pro-

tect from overfitting by either shrinking (ridge) coefficients or setting coefficients to 0 (lasso). Elastic net combines both ridge and lasso penal-

ties. For elastic net regularised linear models, two hyperparameters are required, lambda and alpha. Lambda is the magnitude of regularisation,

and alpha is the proportion of lasso relative to ridge regularisation.

– Neural Networks are learning algorithms which can identify functional relationships between inputs and outputs using networks

of interconnected artificial neurons, mimicking aspects of biological brains. The complexity of neural networks depend on their architecture—

the number of hidden layers and hidden units within layers. Feed forward neural networks were trained while optimising the number of hidden

units, weight decay, the number of training iterations (epochs) and activation function (between the original predictors and the hidden unit

layer).

– Random Forests are algorithmic models where large numbers of independent decision trees are fitted to the data. Predictions from individual

trees are aggregated to form a final prediction. While training these models, three hyperparameters were optimised: the number of variables

available for splitting at each tree node (mtry), the minimum number of data points in a node that are required for the node to be split further

(min n) and the number of trees (trees).

– Boosted Trees are also algorithmic, where many decision trees are sequentially fitted to the data. The process of boosting is where a decision

tree is fitted to the data, with another tree then fitted to the residuals, and so on. This process is carried out a large number of times. This algo-

rithm was trained while optimising a wide range of hyperparameters: the maximum depth of the tree (tree depth), the rate that the algorithm

adapts as it iterates (learn rate), the number required for the reduction in the loss function to split further (loss reduction), the minimum number

of data points in a node that is required for the node to be split further (min n), the number of data points that are exposed to the fitting routine

(sample size) and the number of trees contained in the ensemble (trees).

– Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines are linear splines with matching endpoints that can capture non-linearities, splitting the data space

into segments in which each linear segment is used to make predictions for inputs in that region. Hyperparameters that were optimised for this

model were the number of features that were retained in the final model and the highest possible interaction degree.

– K Nearest-Neighbours is an algorithmic approach which estimates the response as a function of the inputs. It does this by computing a

weighted average of the points surrounding an input location. While training this model, the number of neighbours, the weighting function and

the Minkowski distance power were optimised.

Model types and their associated R packages are summarised in Table 2. Given the functional form of relationships observed between the

investigated coefficient for TI and other covariates considered in Section 6.1, it is reasonable to assume that linear models with flexibility to allow

for different β values as a function of inputs would provide improved fits over constant coefficient linear models. Therefore, three forms of linear

model were assessed: one linear model served as a baseline (f1), including only TI as a predictor; a second linear model (f2) contained only linear

main effects# and a third linear model (f3) was constructed which attempted to capture the full surface presented within Section 6.1, as well as

other interactions between neighbouring statistics. A number of candidate model forms were assessed to arrive at the final form of f3. This model

#That is, effects of one variable are assumed independent of the other variables.
kWhere effects of one variable are dependent on the value of another.

TABLE 2 Regression models and associated R packages

Model R package

Linear Model stats, glmnet

Neural Network nnet

Random Forest ranger

Boosted Tree xgboost, gbm

Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines earth, bagEarth

k-Nearest Neighbour kknn
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included combinations of polynomials and varying degrees of interactionsk between them. The final form of f3 was chosen through trial and error

as well as utilisation of elastic net regularisation.

Hyperparameter optimisation for all models was carried out within the cross-validation framework outlined in the following section.

Hyperparameter optimisation was carried out via grid-search, with the same grid used for both linear and filtered de-trending models.

6.3 | Evaluating performance

Data were split into two datasets, training data and test data. The training dataset was used to determine optimal hyperparameters for each

model. The test dataset was used to validate performance of the models after training. To split the data, data from each site was ordered in time

from the least recent observations to most recent. The training dataset was defined as the least recent 70% of the data, and the test dataset was

defined as the most recent 30%. Model development was carried out on the training dataset via cross-validation until each final model and its

optimal hyperparameters were found. Final assessment of each model's performance was then conducted on observations from the most recent

30% of the data, which was not used for training. A cross-validation approach was required that would allow one to estimate representative out-

of-sample error, as would be observed in practice. A leave-one-site-out (14 sites in total) cross validation procedure was therefore adopted. For

example, one would train on sites 1–13 and predict for site 14, and then one would train on sites 1–12 and 14 and predict for site 13 and so

on. Each training dataset represented 65% of the overall study database (13/14 � 70%), while each test dataset represented approximately 2%

(1/14 � 30%). Model hyperparameters were optimised such that errors (see Section 6.4) were minimised across the full range of predicted

datasets within the cross-validation procedure.

6.4 | Performance metrics

For each model in Table 2, hyperparameters which minimised Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) between predicted and observed TIdt were

deemed optimal. Once hyperparameters were selected, the Earth-Movers Distance (EMD) and Mean-Ratio (MR) between predicted and observed

TIdt for each test set were also computed to provide a more detailed assessment of performance. For an outline of the EMD metric, see Hart

et al.9 Note that previous work used EMD to assess the ‘quantity of de-trending’ which had taken place; hence, maximal values in this metric

were indicative of good performance. In the current case, EMD is instead used as a true error metric between predicted and observed TIdt

distributions, with the lowest EMD values therefore indicative of best performance here. The MR metric was also used, as defined in Larsen and

Hansen,8 where good performance is indicated by values being close to 1. Finally, the over-de-trending (ODT) measure of Hart et al9 was applied

to ensure resulting models do not reduce TI excessively.

7 | RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

Results for out-of-sample performance are presented in Tables 3 and 4 for linear and filtered de-trending cases, respectively. Results from Larsen

and Hansen's M1 (linear de-trending) method are also included in Table 3. The chosen metrics allow for a detailed comparison of newly proposed

machine learning models with the current state-of-the-art, Larsen and Hansen's Model 1 (M1), as per the literature.

TABLE 3 Out-of-sample performance across trained models (linear de-trending case)

Model RMSE WD MR RMSE rank

Baseline (f1) 0.0127 0.0033 1.0035 7

Linear (f2) 0.0110 0.0019 1.0026 5

Linear (f3) 0.0101 0.0015 1.0001 4

Neural network 0.0097 0.0013 1.0012 1

Random forest 0.0099 0.0014 0.9971 2

kNN 0.0153 0.0053 1.0125 8

MARS 0.0114 0.0023 1.0022 6

Boosted tree 0.0100 0.0014 0.9988 3

M1 (L&H) 0.0177 0.0345 1.0205 9
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All three linear models were fitted with and without regularisation—regularisation reduced RMSE in all three cases, albeit negligibly for f1.

Therefore, all linear models presented are regularised, with the effect of regularisation on out-of-sample metrics found to be most prominent for

the complex linear model, f3, and least for the baseline model, f1, when compared to standard (un-regularised) linear models. Recall the baseline

linear model (f1) only included TI as a predictor. The linear model which included only main effects (f2) can be seen to result in better out-

of-sample metrics than the baseline model (f1), indicating that inclusion of additional variables over and above TI are useful. Performance for f2

can be seen to be inferior to that of f3, indicating the f2 model form was not flexible enough to quantify all complexity between inputs and the

response. The third linear model, f3, included many more terms: main effects, polynomials and interactions. However, the minimum RMSE

achieved was still higher than that of other tested models, namely Random Forest (RF), Boosted Tree (BT) and the Neural Network (NN). There-

fore, the most advanced linear model form was still not flexible enough to characterise the full hypersurface. It is possible that, by defining higher

dimensional relationships within the linear model framework, more accurate fits could be produced. However, at present, results indicate that de-

trending functional forms between inputs and output are more complex than can easily be accounted for using a linear modelling approach.

An attempt was made to fit predictive Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS). The function shown in Figure 3 can be approximated

as a number of continuous linear sections which interact with each other in a nonlinear way. MARS models are simple, but effective when approx-

imating surfaces that represent shapes with ‘hinges’. However, MARS models are unstable predictors, and it is recommended bagging is used to

exploit instabilities, much like how bagged regression trees result in a random forest.** It was thought that MARS might provide a reasonable fit in

this case, as long as interaction terms were included. However, final metrics show that this model did not perform as well as RF, BT or the NN.

The k Nearest-Neighbours (kNN) algorithm did not perform well, most likely due to over-fitting. The specific kNN algorithm used does not

have any regularisation parameters or constraints and simply computes a smooth average hypersurface based on the data alone. While a powerful

method in some contexts, results indicate that the form of kNN assessed was ill suited to the problem.

**For example, see https://topepo.github.io/caret/miscellaneous-model-functions.html#bagMARS

TABLE 4 Out-of-sample performance across trained models (filtered de-trending case)

Model RMSE WD MR RMSE rank

Baseline (f1) 0.0151 0.0025 0.9984 8

Linear (f2) 0.0124 0.0015 0.9995 5

Linear (f3) 0.0116 0.0012 1.0007 4

Neural network 0.0106 0.0011 1.0021 1

Random forest 0.0107 0.0015 0.9969 2

kNN 0.0131 0.0032 1.0134 6

MARS 0.0135 0.0030 0.9971 7

Boosted tree 0.0115 0.0019 1.0011 3

TABLE 5 Final model hyperparameters

Model Hyperparameter Value

Neural network Hidden units 7

Weight decay 1e�10

Epochs 902

Activation function Linear

Random forest Trees 875

Mtry 15

Min n 12

Boosted tree Trees 883

Min n 24

Tree depth 2

Learn rate 0.019

Loss reduction 1.198

Sample size 0.945
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RF and BT both performed well and can be recommended as candidate methods for moment de-trending. Note that two boosted trees were

applied, these being gbm and xgboost. xgboost slightly outperformed gbm over the current datasets. The main difference between the two

models is that xgboost is more heavily regularised than gbm and, thus, is slightly better at reducing over-fitting. Optimal hyperparameters for

these models can be found in Table 5.

All other RMSEs and WDs exceed those obtained when using the NN, which was found to be the best performing model. This model was

trained while optimising the number of hidden units, weight decay, the number of training iterations and activation function (between the original

predictors and the hidden unit layer). Optimal hyperparameters can be found in Table 5. Note the same optimal RF, BT and NN hyperparameters

were obtained for linear and filtered de-trending models. This is likely due to a combination of the standardisation of data values prior to model-

ling, see Section 4, and the use of grid-search with identical grids, see Section 6.2. It is expected that the use of finer grids would eventually result

in different optimal hyperparameters for linear and filtered de-trending models.

A comparison of machine learning linear de-trending results with those of M1 (Table 3) indicates significant performance improvements have

been realised across all metrics, with error reductions of 13–45% and 84–96% for RMSE and WD metrics, respectively. Across all sites, maximum

percentage error reductions are for the NN model. RF and BT come in second and third positions, respectively.

Cumulative distribution functions of TIdt and estimated TIdt from the best performing model (NN) are shown in Figures 4 and 6 for linear and

filtered de-trending cases, respectively, at four sites. M1 (linear de-trending) results at these same sites are shown in Figure 5 for comparison.

Visually, it is clear that the presented machine learning approach to moment de-trending results in excellent approximations of the de-trended TI

distributions obtained when high-frequency data are available. In particular, improvements over M1 are clear. Furthermore, these graphical results

showcase the flexibility of the outlined approach, since excellent fits are also obtained in the filtered case, simply by adjusting the data on which

models are trained.

ODT metric values were also assessed to ensure no excessive levels of over-de-trending are present across the test sites. ODT levels for the

linear and filtered de-trending NN models across all 14 sites are shown in Figure 7. It can be seen that ODT levels, as defined in Hart et al,9 remain

F IGURE 4 Cumulative distributions of TI in the linear de-trending case. Estimated TIs are those resulting from the best performing, NN,
model. Results from four sites are shown: (A) Hanford, (B) Sletringen, (C) Orkney and (D) Toboel
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small in all cases, only increasing to just under 3.5% at a single site (Hurghada) and in most cases staying below 2%. When developing

implementations of machine learning driven moment de-trending, ODT levels should remain a consideration during model development.

8 | DISCUSSION

Results of this work have demonstrated that machine learning based wind site moment de-trending can provide excellent approximations of the

true de-trended turbulence distributions. An additional benefit of this approach is the flexibility to model varying degrees of de-trending, with

good performance shown for both linear and filtered implementations. The best performing methods were found to be Neural Network, Random

Forest and Boosted Tree models. It is important to note that generating accurate models is non-trivial, with careful consideration required regard-

ing the preparation of training datasets and identification of an appropriate cross-validation procedure. With respect to the former, recall that

extreme observations had to be removed prior to training in order to avoid reduced model accuracies. Regarding the latter, a representative

cross-validation procedure is crucial for ensuring out-of-sample metrics are accurate and that chosen hyperparameters result in a generalised

hypersurface, avoiding over-fitting. It is for this reason that full training datasets were ‘left out’ during cross-validation, as opposed to training and

predicting on datasets containing disjoint subsets from the same site.

Regarding future work, it would be valuable to consider in more detail the utility of onshore and coastal data for de-trending near- and far-

offshore sites. Such a study would require a more expansive dataset. Perhaps more importantly, now, it has been demonstrated that moment

de-trending can be achieved for any method of de-trending; it is apposite to revisit the question of what may constitute appropriate/optimal

de-trending, that is, that which leads to the most accurate fatigue life estimates for any given turbine or wind farm. Linear de-trending is known

to provide conservative estimates, while the Fourier modes definition of trend applied in previous work,8,9 and adopted again in the current paper,

appears sensible and intuitive but remains a simplification. As discussed in Sections 1 and 2.1, the need for de-trending relates to simulation

modelling assumptions of stationarity and the associated need to separate turbulence from sub-mesoscale and mesoscale components in site

F IGURE 5 Cumulative distributions of TI in the linear de-trending case. Estimated TIs are those resulting from M1. Results from four sites are
shown: (A) Hanford, (B) Sletringen, (C) Orkney and (D) Toboel
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F IGURE 7 Over-de-trending measure values across test sites for (A) linear de-trending and (B) filtered de-trending

F IGURE 6 Cumulative distributions of TI in the filtered de-trending case. Estimated TIs are those resulting from the best performing, NN,
model. Results from 4 sites are shown (A) Hanford (B) Sletringen (C) Orkney (D) Toboel
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data. Potential benefits of a more complete treatment of windfield complexities when undertaking these analyses, including the application of

robust filtering approaches, should therefore be explored. In addition, it seems sensible to expect turbine structural frequencies and dynamics to

influence what constitutes optimal de-trending in any given case. The fatigue, hence frequency-domain, context of this problem implies filtering

(of some kind) will likely remain the best approach to defining/identifying trends. The key question going forward is therefore likely to be what

constitutes an optimal separation of turbulence and trend in terms of simulation based fatigue life prediction, and will optimal separation change

as a function of turbine structural dynamics or site characteristics/conditions?

Two additional practicalities are worth considering with regards to the de-trending problem. The first is that a de-trended wind speed signal,

while necessary for fatigue estimates based on stationary turbulence simulations, could lead to erroneous results if used as input to other

analyses, such as extreme design load investigations.10 The use, or not, of de-trended values is therefore context specific. Finally, while in the

current work wind speed measurement frequencies were found to not be important as input variables for de-trended TI predictions, the study

dataset was not large enough for this observation to be considered conclusive. Therefore, the possible role(s) of sampling frequency as it relates

to wind measurements and accurate turbine fatigue assessment should remain a consideration in future work. In particular, while this work has

been principally concerned with variance over-estimation, it should be appreciated that overly coarse sampling rates could introduce some

amount of variance underestimation.

9 | CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a reformulation of moment only de-trending, from a trend identification problem, into a direct regression problem. In this

context, available data quantities relate directly to the accuracy of resulting predictions, while the method itself is general, and so applicable for

any method of de-trending. In the current work, both linear and filtered de-trending methods were considered. For each case, de-trended TI was

modelled as a function of concurrent (plus five leads and lags) values of TI, mean wind speed and wind speed standard deviation, along with ter-

rain type. A range of machine learning techniques were tested on data from across 14 sites in a ‘leave-one-site-out’ cross-validation procedure.

Results demonstrated that machine learning based wind site moment de-trending can provide excellent approximations of the true de-trended

turbulence distributions. Based on the presented results, recommended methods for de-trending in this context are Neural Networks, Random

Forest and Boosted Trees. The Neural Network model resulted in the best performance overall, with improvements in RMSE over the currently

recommended method of 13–45% in the case of linear de-trending. Finally, it was recommended that future work focus on identifying optimal

methods and levels of de-trending for providing accurate remaining-life predictions, with answers potentially dependent on turbine structural

dynamics and site conditions.
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APPENDIX A: QUANTIFYING TI REDUCTIONS—STATISTICAL ANALYSIS IN DETAIL

The average percentage reduction in TI was calculated across sites using high-frequency measurements, where

reduction¼TI�TI
dt

TI
¼1�TI

dt

TI
:

TI represents average TI, and TI
dt

represents average TIdt. The distribution of reduction is bounded by 0 since reductions cannot be negative.

Furthermore, the distribution of mean TI is positively skewed. Therefore, prior to estimation of the mean and standard deviation of the

distribution, Box-Cox power transformations were used to transform the data to normality. The optimal Box-Cox power was λ¼0:50 for both

linear and filtered de-trending. For linear de-trending, the mean reduction on the Box-Cox scale was μreducðλÞ ¼�1:46 and standard deviation

reduction σreducðλÞ ¼0:11. For filtered de-trending, the mean reduction on the Box-Cox scale was equal to �1.31 with standard deviation equal to

0.11. On the Box-Cox scale, 95% prediction intervals are given by

μreducðλÞ � tσreducðλÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ1

n

r
,

where t¼2:16. Back transformation to the original scale then results in the intervals presented in Section 3. These intervals incorporate uncer-

tainty of the mean via standard error of the mean and uncertainty in standard deviation using a t distribution. The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to

assess approximate normality on the Box-Cox scale. As the datasets span a range of regions, seasons and measurement frequencies, these 95%

intervals are generalised. Too few observations were available to regress the parameters as functions of covariates; however, it is expected that

distributions could be broken down in relation to input variables given a larger study database.
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